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Echo Arts
Between the Lines / By Peter McDermott

Truth, post-truth vie across media landscape
IN THE 1976 film "All the President's
Men," the character Deep Throat rails
against the media’s "inexactitude" and
"shallowness."
The world learned in 2005 that Mark
Felt, the FBI’s number 2, was the man
who’d spoken with Bob Woodward
more than 30 years before in that
Washington DC underground car park.
The screenwriter William Goldman
hadn’t known that the character was an
official in an agency whose stature
depended to some degree on the
shallowness of an adoring media.
The Felt of 1972, though, was
disappointed that the White House
appointed outsider and “political
hack” Patrick Gray rather than him as
acting FBI director following J. Edgar
Hoover’s death, the month before the
Watergate break-in. He was appalled,
too, at the attempts to derail any
serious
investigation
into
the
administration’s criminal misdeeds. He
made the media his instrument by
being a source on deep background for
Woodward and his Washington Post
partner Carl Bernstein.

Mark Felt, AKA Deep Throat, helped
bring down a president.

The articles by the then 28- and 29year-old reporters and their colleagues
at the Post and other major outlets
helped lead to President Richard
Nixon’s resignation and to the jailing of
several of his top aides and his attorney
general.
Nixon had always believed that
reporters were out to get him and thus
was a natural at tapping into deeprooted resentments about the media’s
alleged “liberal bias.” Part of the issue
here is that liberals believe in hearing
multiple
perspectives,
while
conservatives don’t have much
patience with that approach and are
more likely to hold that certain truths
are self-evident. In any case, the
president’s aides would have preferred
if Walter Cronkite of CBS were more
like a newsreader on Soviet TV.
Nixon’s brilliant media consultant
Roger Ailes discussed with top aide
Bob Haldeman (in his pre-prison days)
ways of getting a pro-Administration
network up and running. Part of the
idea was that it would send out
packaged propaganda, free, to local
affiliates. Ailes went on much later to
build Fox News into the powerhouse
that it is, much to the horror of Cronkite
in his last years.
Inevitably, it was this Nixon-era
inspired right-wing media that accused
Felt upon his death in December 2008
of betrayal rather than heroism -- even
though he’d never handed over files,
and merely guided and encouraged the
Post’s Woodward.
So, in this post-Cronkite world, how
come the right wing, which is
supposed to be for traditional values
and condemns “moral relativism,”
stands accused of being “post-truth”?
Well, bias like beauty is in the eye of
the beholder, but propaganda is just
that: propaganda. You might aim to be
slick and to entertain millions, but
once you decide you are backing one

Salon Diary / By Charles Hale

Laughter, fine writing,
inspiration at Salon
THE LAUGHTER began at
Tuesday night’s Irish
American Writers & Artists’
Salon at the Thalia Café
when Tom Phelan read the
opening line of “Iscariot,”

one of his novels. “The one
thing the priest hated doing
was giving out holy
communion”–and continued
as the fictional Father
Keegan braced himself for

Tom Phelan reading from “Iscariot.”
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side you have an additional set of
goals.
“It is not propaganda’s task to be
intelligent,” Joseph Goebbels said in the
late 1920s, “Its task is to lead to
success.”
The Democratic and Republican
parties twist the truth and lie in their
efforts to persuade. But when a TV
network’s commentary arm does it,
and so blatantly, it just makes the
politicians far worse. Many politics
watchers were left scratching their
heads at the GOP convention last
month. They couldn’t remember an
address quite like the one made by the
vice-presidential candidate. One
Washington Post headline captured the
mainstream media reaction: “Paul
Ryan’s
breathtakingly
dishonest
speech.”
There were about five main
objections to it from commentators,
Democrats and groups like Fact
Check.org. Let’s look at one of them.
Here’s Ryan on President Obama: "He
created a bipartisan debt commission.
They came back with an urgent report.
He thanked them, sent them on their
way and then did exactly nothing."
A presenter of public radio’s “On the
Media” and an Advertising Age
columnist Bob Garfield summarized in
a Guardian piece the problem with
that. “What a powerful anecdote – one
that gets even more powerful when
you know that Ryan was a commission
member whose deciding vote against
the report prevented it from being
presented to Congress. Or that the
president's attempt at a ‘grand bargain’
with House Republicans exceeded the
commission's recommendations for
spending cuts.”
For Garfield, the media that is able to
pull up the man they now call Lyin’
Ryan on his departures from fact is a
healthy one; he argues that it is less
craven than it was in decades past.

the “snappers and suckers
who, like greedy fish,
snapped the blessed bread
with their long lips and left
the priestly fingers
glistening with saliva.” And
that was just the start of his
very funny and very
descriptive reading. Tom
also announced that he has
been named the Ireland
Fund of Monaco writer-inresidence at the Princess
Grace Irish Library in
Monaco. Congratulations,
Tom!
The ever-entertaining
Billy Barrett is a writer who
has tremendous command of
his genre. He’s a sparkler in
the rising tide of new age
neo-beat authors who’ll be
major players in the next
five years. His prose has the
effect of Dylan Thomas
crossing paths with the
lyrics of the first three
Springsteen albums. His
reading from his novel in
progress, “Highway Star”
was original and

Walter Cronkite was disturbed by the rise
of Fox News.
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It’s certainly true that the
intellectually curious and the openminded can keep informed. Take the
insider accounts of what happens in the
corridors of power that Woodward
helped pioneer. They have their biases
and there are disagreements over the
interpretation of the information
presented, but the sources are generally
reliable. Nobody has disputed Robert
Draper’s “Do Not Ask What Good We
Do,” which has an account of a dinner
on the night of the inauguration of the
44th president in January 2009; and it’s
backed up by at least one other book.
The dinner was attended by a dozen
male Republican politicians – seven
House members, including Ryan and
Newt Gingrich, and five senators, Jim
DeMint and Jon Kyl among them. At
the end of four hours, they’d pledged
they would reject everything and
anything that the new president
proposed.
This
sort
of
unrelenting
obstructionism goes against how the
American system is supposed to work.
Yet, the hectoring, flag pin-wearing
media help make it possible.

provocative.
Seamus Scanlon read the
story “Another One” from
his new collection “As Close
As You’ll Ever Be.” Seamus
juxtaposes the beautiful and
violent with a unique,
arresting voice, which was
most evident in his reading.
Has Seamus officially joined
Ken Bruen as a reigning
dark poet laureate of
Galway? Could be.
First time reader Terrence
P. McCauley, winner of
TruTV’s 2008 Search for the
Next Great Crime Writer
Award, read a section of his
new short story “Lady
Madeline’s Dive” featured
in the THUGLIT “Anthology
.” Terrence also has two
novels slated to be released
in 2012, “Slow Burn” by
Noir Nation Books and
“Prohibition” by Airship 27.
An entertaining reader,
Terrence is a terrific addition
to the IAW&A’s growing list
of top-notch writers.
Poet and memoirist Ed

Farrell said of Tuesday’s
salon: “It was the best I’ve
ever attended. There was so
much fine writing and, as
usual, and the audience was
great.” Ed read four poems:
“The Littorals,” “Il Pasto,”
“Even in Winter,” and
“Firenze.” At the end of the
evening Ed noted that the
reception was inspiring and
he’d soon be seeking
publication of his poems. He
said, “We must listen to
Yeats who wrote, ‘Irish
poets, learn your trade/Sing
whatever is well made…’ I
think that’s what we were
doing tonight.”
IAW&A salons are
normally held on the first
and third Tuesdays of the
month. The next salon is
scheduled for the the Cell,
338 West 23rd St., on
September 18th at 7PM. For
more information on the
salons or on joining the Irish
American Writers & Artists
contact Charles R. Hale
@chashale1@yahoo.com.

